In an automatic speech recognition system using a tied-mixture acoustic model, the main cost in CPU time and memory lies not in the evaluation and storage of Gaussians themselves but rather in evaluating the mixture likelihoods for each state output distribution. Using a simple entropy-based technique for pruning the mixture weight distributions, we can achieve a significant speedup in recognition for a 5000-word vocabulary with a negligible increase in word error rate. This allows us to achieve real-time connected-word dictation on an ARM-based mobile device.
Introduction
As transistors shrink and CPUs become faster and more power-efficient, we find ourselves entering a new age of intelligent mobile devices. We believe that not only will these devices provide access to rich sources of on-line information and entertainment, but they themselves will find new applications as personal knowledge management agents. Given the constraints of the mobile form factor, natural speech input is crucial to these applications. However, despite the advances in processor technology, mobile devices are still highly constrained by their memory and storage subsystems.
Semi-Continuous Acoustic Models
Recent research into acoustic model compression and optimization of acoustic scoring has focused on "Fully Continuous" acoustic models, where each Hidden Markov Model state's output probability distribution is modeled by a mixture of multivariate Gaussian densities. This type of model allows large amounts of training data to be efficiently exploited to produce detailed models. However, due to the large number of parameters in these models, approximate computation techniques (Woszczyna, 1998) are required in order to achieve real-time recognition even on workstation-class hardware.
Another historically popular type of acoustic model is the so-called "Semi-Continuous" or tiedmixture model, where a single codebook of Gaussians is shared by all HMM states (Huang, 1989) . The parameters of this codebook are updated using the usual Baum-Welch equations during training, using sufficient statistics from all states. The mixture weight distributions therefore become the main source of information used to distinguish between different speech sounds.
There are several benefits to semi-continuous models for efficient speech recognition. The most obvious is the greatly reduced number of Gaussian densities which need to be computed. With fully continuous models, we must compute one codebook of 16 or more Gaussians for each HMM state, of which there may be several thousand active for any given frame of speech input. For semi-continuous models, there is a single codebook with a small number of Gaussians, typically 256. In addition, since only a few Gaussians will have non-negligible densities for each frame of speech, and this set of Gaussians tends to change slowly, partial computation of each density is possible.
Another useful property of semi-continuous models is that the mixture weights for each state have the form of a multinomial distribution, and are thus amenable to various smoothing and adaptation techniques. In particular, Bayesian and quasi-Bayes adaptation (Huo and Chan, 1995) are effective and computationally efficient.
Experimental Setup
All experiments in this paper were performed using PocketSphinx (Huggins-Daines et al., 2006) . The baseline acoustic model was trained from the combined WSJ0 and WSJ1 "long" training sets (Paul and Baker, 1992) , for a total of 192 hours of speech. This speech was converted to MFCC features using a bank of 20 mel-scale filters spaced from 0 to 4000Hz, allowing the model to work with audio sampled at 8kHz, as is typical on mobile devices. We used 5-state Hidden Markov Models for all phones. Output distributions were modeled by a codebook of 256 Gaussians, shared between 5000 tied states and 220 context-independent states. Only the first pass of recognition (static lexicon tree search) was performed.
Our test platform is the Nokia N800, a handheld Internet Tablet. It uses a Texas Instruments OMAP T M 2420 processor, which combines an ARM11 RISC core and a C55x DSP core on a single chip. The RISC core is clocked at 400MHz while the DSP is clocked at 220MHz. In these experiments, we used the ARM core for all processing, although we have also ported the MFCC extraction code to the DSP. The decoder binaries, models and audio files were stored on a high-speed SD flash card formatted with the ext3 journaling filesystem. Using the standard bcb05cnp bigram language model, we obtained a baseline word error rate of 9.46% on the si_et_05 test set. The baseline performance of this platform on the test set is 1.40 times real-time, that is, for every second of speech, 1.40 seconds of CPU time are required for recognition.
We used the oprofile utility 1 on the Nokia N800 to collect statistical profiling information for a subset of the test corpus. The results are shown in Table 1 . We can see that three operations occupy the vast majority of CPU time used in decoding: managing the list of active HMM states, computing the codebook of Gaussians, and computing mixture densities.
The size of the files in the acoustic model is shown in calculate densities is related to the size of the mixture weight distribution by the fact that the N800 has a single-level 32Kb data cache, while a typical desktop processor has two levels of cache totalling at least 1Mb. We used cachegrind 2 to simulate the memory hierarchy of an OMAP versus an AMD K8 desktop processor with 64Kb of L1 cache and 512Kb of L2 cache, with results shown in Table 3 . While other work on efficient recognition has focused on quantization of the Gaussian parameters (Leppänen and Kiss, 2005) , in a semi-continuous model, the number of these parameters is small enough that little cost is incurred by storing and calculating them as 32-bit fixed-point numbers. Therefore, we focus here on ways to reduce the amount of storage and computation used by the mixture weight distributions.
Mixture Roughening
Our method for speeding up mixture computation is based on the observation that mixture weight distributions are typically fairly "spiky", with most of the probability mass concentrated in a small number of mixture weights. One can quantify this by calculating the perplexity of the mixture distributions:
w ik log 1 w ik A histogram of perplexities is shown in Figure  1 . The perplexity can be interpreted as the average number of Gaussians which were used to generate an observation drawn from a particular distribution. Therefore, on average, the vast majority of the 256 Gaussians contribute minimally to the likelihood of the data given a particular mixture model.
When evaluating mixture densities with pruned models, one can either treat these mixture weights as having a small but non-negligible value, or set them to zero 3 . Note that the mixture weights are renormalized in both cases, and thus the former is more or less equivalent to add-one smoothing. The latter can be thought of as exactly the opposite of smoothing -"roughening" the distribution. To investigate this, we set all but the top 16 values in each mixture weight distribution to zero and ran a number of trials on a K8-based workstation, varing the 3 Meaning a very small number, since they are stored in log domain. mixture weight floor to produce either a smoothing or roughening effect. We discovered something initially surprising: "roughening" the mixture weights speeds up decoding significantly, while smoothing them slows it down. A plot of speed and error rate versus mixture weight floor is shown in Figure 2 . However, there is a simple explanation for this. At each frame, only the top N Gaussian densities are actually used to calculate the likelihood of the data:
When we remove mixture weights, we increase the probability that these top N densities will be matched with pruned-out weights. If we smooth the weights, we may raise some of these weights above their maximum-likelihood estimate, thus increasing the likelihood for models whose top mixture weights do not overlap with the top N densities. This may prevent HMM states whose output distributions are modeled by said models from being pruned by beam search, therefore slowing down the decoder. By "roughening" the weights, we decrease the likelihood of the data for these models, and hence make them more likely to be pruned, speeding up the decoder and increasing the error rate. This is a kind of "soft" GMM selection, where instead of excluding some models, we simply make some more likely and others less likely. As we increase the number of retained mixture weights, we can achieve an optimal tradeoff between speed and accuracy, as shown in Figure 3 . Additionally, the perplexity calculation suggests a principled way to vary the number of retained mixture weights for each model. We propose setting a target number of mixture weights, then calculating a scaling factor based on the ratio of this target to the average perplexity of all models:
One problem is that many models have very low perplexity, such that we end up retaining only a few mixture weights. When the mixture weights are "roughened", this guarantees that these models will score poorly, regardless of the data. We compensate for this by keeping a minimum number of mixture weights regardless of the perplexity. Using a target of 96 mixtures, a minimum of 16, and a mixture weight floor of 10 −8 , we achieve 9.90% word error rate in 0.09 times real-time, a 21% speedup with a 2.7% relative increase in error (baseline error rate is 9.64% on the desktop).
Using the same entropy-pruned mixture weights on the N800, we achieve an error rate of 9.79%, running in 1.19 times real-time, a 15% speedup with a 3.4% relative increase in error. After applying absolute pruning thresholds of 800 HMMs per frame and 5 words per frame, we obtained a 10.01% word error rate in 1.01 times real-time.
